DIY SELF-SERVICE GUIDE

HOW TO DO AN OXXO STRIKE
ADJUSTMENT/INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

Materials Required:
Screwdriver

Difficulty:
Medium

Time Requirement:
10 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Install door so that it is plumb and square.

2. Adjust rollers on active and passive panels so panel sight lines are equal
and panels operate smoothly. Make sure panels are plumb and square in
frame as well.

3. Close panels and make sure active panel latches into passive panel.

4. If not, adjust strike and/or rollers on passive panel to ensure they latch
into each other.

OXXO STRIKE ADJUSTMENT
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5.If a
of pa

5. If active and passive panels have optional auxiliary fresh air/security bolts
5.If ac�ve and passive panels have op�onal auxiliary fresh air/security bolts at top
at top of
panels, engage them as well by lifting latch.
of panels, engage them as well by li�ing latch.

5.If ac�ve and passive panels have op�onal auxiliary fresh
of panels,
engage them as well by li�ing latch.
Secondary lock strike (Reference)
SECONDARY LOCK ACTUATOR

nd passive panels have op�onal auxiliary fresh air/security bolts at top
ngage them as well by li�ing latch.
Secondary lock strike

Secondary lock strike (Reference)

d passive panels have op�onal auxiliary fresh air/security bolts at top
gage them as well by li�ing latch.

y Lock Actuator

Secondary lock strike (Reference)
Secondary Lock Actuator

SECONDARY LOCK STRIKE (REFERENCE)
Secondary Lock
Actuator
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6.Open panels and loosen 2 factory installed screws holding shoot bolt strikes at
6. Open
panels
and
factory
installed
screws
shoot
bolt so they
both head
and
sill.loosen
There 2will
be 4 of
them total.
Theholding
strikes are
slo�ed
strikes
head
sill. There will be four of them total. The strikes are
can at
beboth
moved
intoand
posi�on.
y bolts at slotted
top
so they can be moved into position.

LOOSENS SCREWS TO ADJUST STRIKE

Loosens screws to
adjust strike

Install screws in these holes

L

INSTALL SCREWS IN THESE HOLES

7. Close passive panel. Engage shoot bolt into strike at sill, center shoot
bolt7.Close
in strike.
Openpanel.
panel Engage
and install
2 screws
the rear
strike
holes
thatbolt in
passive
shoot
bolt intoinstrike
at sill,
center
shoot
L
previously
did not
have
screws
both
screws
and
then
strike. Open
panel
and
installin2 them.
screwsTighten
in the rear
strike
holes
that
previously did
tighten
the 2screws
originalinscrews
in the strike.
Retractand
shoot
and open
and
not have
them. Tighten
both screws
thenbolt
�ghten
the 2 original
close panel to make sure engagement is smooth.
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screws in the strike. Retract shoot bolt and open and close panel to make sure
engagement is smooth.

8. Repeat same procedure as d

8. Repeat same procedure as described in item 7 at head for passive
panel. screws to
Loosens

8. Repeat same procedure as described in item 7 at head for passive panel.

adjust strike

INSTALL SCREWS IN THESE HOLES

Install screws in these holes

Install screws in these holes

Loosen screws to adjust strike

LOOSEN SCREWS TO ADJUST STRIKE

9.Open passive panel and close ac�ve panel and repeat 7 & 8 above.

9. Open passive panel and close active panel and repeat 7 & 8.

10. Close both panels. Engage latch, shoot bolts and aux. bolt to ensure door

10.
Closeand
bothshoot
panels.
Engage
latch,
shoot bolts and aux. Bolt to ensure
latches
bolts
engage
smoothly.
door latches and shoot bolts engage smoothly.
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